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Message
“Library is the heart of a vidyalaya and it is said that libraries are not
made but they grow ”.It is a matter of great pleasure to note that the
Vidyalaya Library is releasing its maiden issue of the Newsletter-a sign
of growth . I am sure it is going to give all the latest information and
happenings related to library in a nutshell
I wish all success and let it facilitate as a key to library and attract
more and more students like bees to the nectar.. Students give your
mind to books and they will give you all the wisdom of sage and seer
Smt:Lalitha Ramachandran
PRINCIPAL
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Beware of everything that is untrue. Stick to truth and we shall succeed. Fifty centuries are looking on you; the future of India depends on you. Work on….
Swami Vivekananda
————————————————————————————————People of India celebrate 12th January as "National Youth Day"from 1984.
On this day in the year of 1863, a one man industry was born. He was known as
the great philosopher, an inspiration to the youth, the embodiment of Indian culture and intelligence "Sri Swami Vivekananda, the great spiritual guru” of India.
He stands as a role model for generations in various aspects. The path laid by
saintly philosophers for leading a truthful and purified life is hardly followed by
the materialistic society of today. Swami Vivekananda inspired many young people including great leaders like Nethaji Subash Chandra Bose through his works.
His works and knowledge is a source of inspiration for the youth to achieve
greater things in life.
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Normally we can say that the age group in between 16 to 35 is called as the youth
stage of life. This is known as the most productive stage of life. Indian youth has
a special quality to popularize our culture and traditional values not only in India
but also through out the world. With popular culture becoming more youthful and
more accessible through TV, technology and global consumer brands, today's
youth think that the traditional demographic terms are not able to spread longer
benefit to them. So to teach and aware them about the essentialities of moral, cultural, and spiritual values in a human life, national youth day is observed every
year on the eve of Swami Vivekananda’s Jayanti on 12 th January through out
India.
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Immortal Quotes of Swami Vivekananda

We want that education by which character is formed, strength of mind is increased, the intellect is expanded, and by which one can stand on one's own feet.
Whatever you think, that you will be. If you think yourselves weak, weak you will be; if you
think yourselves strong, strong you will be.
If you have faith in all the three hundred and thirty millions of your mythological gods, …
and still have no faith in yourselves, there is no salvation for you. Have faith in yourselves,
and stand up on that faith and be strong; that is what we need.
Purity, patience, and perseverance are the three essentials to success, and above all, love.
Each
reading isisa a
travel
–P.ValslaP.Valsala
Every
reading
Journey–
While addressing the students of vidyalaya noted writer Smt:P.Valsala shared her experience on reading and how
circumstances in school ,college and home motivated her into the world of books. Her views were that each reading
is a journey.While reading we explore a new world and that gives us new experiences. Reading enrich our soul.
That is one of the greatest advantage of reading. Books can be our companion till our death. She said that she used
to carry books and read while travelling. Reading helped her to take interest in other subjects.
Formal education and higher academic degrees are systematic way to get organized knowledge. But informal
education like reading gives us in-depth knowledge about the society and human being .The present society required such type of knowledge .While reading an individual enriches his emotional and intellectual life. Such things
can not be recorded in a progress report. But definitely will change the inner outlook of a person.
The writer also shared her experience of visiting the famous libraries in the US. She said that Books can
inspire for social and political movement in a society .
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NEW ARRIVALS

BOOK REVIEW
TITLE: MOBY DICK
AUTHOR: HERMAN MELVILLE
PUBLISHED BY : PEACOCK
BOOKS
PRICE : 65 /NO OF PAGE-226
Moby Dick first published in Britain
in 1851 is one of the great novels of
American literature . The ocean tale
is connected
to the a forerunner
of the fictional journeys into the inner self characteristic of the 20th
century novel The book is written

in extra ordinary Variety of style
from the scholars slang to biblical
professor and Shakespearian rant . it
can be read as exciting sea story a
sociological critique of American
class and racial prejudices a repository of information about whaling
and a philosophical inquiry into the
structure of god and evil . the Pequot’s mysteries captain Ahabsets on
a voyage to heart and kill the white
sperm whale known among whalers
as Moby dick a whale that on his
prism voyages had bitten of his leg

under his lordly but maniacal commented the Pequot’s commercial mission is
pre vented the one of vengeance . uncounted by the natural disasters ill
omens even death ahead urges his ship
towards the undelivered rebel less
pearls of the whale
PINKY VICTORIA
VIII-A

BOOK REVIEW

Title: DollarBahu
Athuor: Sudha Murthy
Pubhbilsher Penguin Books
ISBN:978-0-143-10376-9
Cost: RS:150/Chandhra Shekar is a computer
Engineer working in USA and his
younger brother Girish is Bank
clerk working in Bangalore. Girish
was married to Vinuta. Vinuta and
Girish started living with his family
in Bangalore.She adjusted to her
new family well looking after her
husband’s father –in-law and

mother in law Gruramma mother-inlaws constant not taking to heart
picking.But when Girish elder brother Chandru decides to get married.Chandheru was married to
Jamuna who blonged to rich family.After Chandru and Jammuna’s
marriage,Vinuta had to lister the
constant compression made between
herself and Jammuna,the “Dollar
Bahu” Whose husband earns the
valuable dollar that has brought the
family its recent affluence. Vinuta
slowly losts her peace of mind and
health. Gouramma decides to visit

her US-based son and daughter -inlaw. Once there, she saw how liberating life can be ,away from the
strict begins to govern Indian middle class life. But she also begins to
understand that more dollars cannot
buy the love and respect that she
gets as her due back in India.
Gouramma realises how nice Vinuta
was to her. She starts showing love
and affection to Vinuta.
ANJANA
Class:IX
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Indian Institute of Science (IISc)
The Indian Institute of Science (IISc) was conceived as a 'Research Institute' or
'University of Research' by Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata.It was established in 1909. The
early history of the Institute is a fascinating chapter in the story of higher education
and scientific research in India. IISc is truly the first example of a public-private
partnership in this country. The Institute occupies nearly 400 acres of prime land
in Bangalore. Morris W Travers was the first director of IISc and C.V Raman was
the first Indian director. Since its inception, IISc has grown to become India's
premier centre for research and postgraduate education in science and engineering.
The Institute's departments in fields ranging from Biochemistry to Aerospace
Engineering have served to nucleate research and development in both the public
and private sectors. The Institute offers a variety of four-year Bachelor of Science (BS)
Programme, Master's degree programs in Engineering, an integrated (post-B.Sc.)
program in sciences and Ph.D. programs in a wide spectrum of disciplines in
science and engineering. The research laboratories at the Institute are well
equipped. Many national facilities are housed at the Institute. The library and
computational facilities at the Institute are amongst the best in India. The Institute
actively promotes programs that encourage bright young school and undergraduate
students to undertake research careers. The Institute's Young Fellowships Program
in Science and Engineering seeks to bring young students to the campus in
summer. The Institute also administers the Kishore Vaigyanik ProtsahanYojana
(KVPY) program of the Department of Science and Technology (DST)

Courtesy: http://www.iisc.ernet.in

Anita Desai
Anita Desai was born as Anita
Mazumdar on June 24, 1937 in
Mussoorie in India. Her mother was
German and her father was Bengali.
Anita Desai completed her schooling
from Queen Mary's Higher Secondary
School in Delhi and graduated in English literature from the University of Delhi
(Miranda House). Although she grad-

uated from Delhi University in the
year 1957, it was only in the early
1960s that Desai came out with her
first publication 'Cry The Peacock' (1963). In the following years,
she went on to publish a slew of
books including 'Bye-bye Blackbird',
'Where Shall We Go This Summer?',
'Fire on the Mountain', 'Games at
Twilight', 'Clear Light of Day', 'In
Custody', and 'The Village by Sea'.
Apart from these, Anita has written
scores of short stories that have won
her great accolades. In most of her

works, she stressed on the lives of
the Indian middle-class women as
most of her female characters highlighted on their strained relationships. In her books, Anita has managed to deal with topics ranging from
anti-Semitism to western quintessential ideologies of India and the
death of Indian traditions and customs. Anita Desai is one of those

privileged writers whose work was
chosen by Ismail Merchant, a wellestablished writer and director for

screen adaptation. Her book "In Custody" was adapted by the production
house and won the President of
India Gold Medal for Best Picture.
Over the years, Anita Desai has been
honored for her work by many
national and internationally prestigious rewards. The Winifred Holtby
Memorial Prize, Sahitya Akademi
Award, Shortlisted, Booker Prize for
Clear Light of Day, Guardian Children's Fiction Prize, Neil Gunn
Prize, Shortlisted, Booker Prize for
Fasting, Feasting, Alberto Moravia
Prize 2000, Benson Medal of Royal
Society of Literature in 2003 are
some of the most well known awards
that she has received.

